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ARTICLE NINE
PARAGRAPHS OF THE BIBLE—LEVITICUS 1-10
ONE
A. The burnt offering: If it’s a bull (1:1-9)
B. The burnt offering: If it’s a goat or sheep (1:10-13)
C. The burnt offering: If it’s a bird (1:14-17)
TWO
A. Grain offering: No yeast or honey allowed (2:1-12)
B. Grain offering: Don’t forget the salt (2:13-16)
THREE
A. The peace offering: A bull, cow, lamb, or goat. It’s your choice! (3:1-16)
B. The permanent law: Eat no fat or blood! (3:17)
FOUR
A.
B.
C.
D.

Sin offering:
Sin offering:
Sin offering:
Sin offering:

When the priest is guilty (4:1-12)
When the nation is guilty (4:13-21)
When a leader is guilty (4:22-26)
When a member of the community is guilty (4:27-35)

FIVE
A.
B.
C.
D.

Guilt offering:
Guilt offering:
Guilt offering:
Guilt offering:

Those needing it! (5:1-6)
If not a lamb, then two birds (5:7-10)
If not two birds, then a small amount of flour (5:11-13)
An honest mistake? A ram and a 20 percent penalty will suffice (5:14-19)

SIX
A.
B.
C.
D.

Intentional sin? Restitution plus 20 percent plus a ram, please! (6:1-7)
Overviewing the burnt offering (6:8-13)
Overviewing the grain offering (6:14-23)
Overviewing the sin offering (6:24-30)

SEVEN
A. Overviewing the guilt offering (7:1-10)

B.
C.
D.
E.

Overviewing the peace offering (7:11-21)
Remember: No blood to be eaten! (7:22-27)
That portion belonging to the priest (7:28-36)
God gave these five to Moses on the mountain (7:37-38)

EIGHT
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

They were washed, anointed, and clothed (8:1-13)
Two offerings for those who would offer the offerings! (8:14-21)
It was applied on their right ears, thumbs, and toes! (8:22-24)
A wave offering of both bread and flesh (8:25-29)
Blood and oil upon Aaron and his sons (8:30-32)
They were not to leave for seven days! (8:33-36)

NINE
A. Let the sacrificing begin! (9:1-21)
B. He raised his hands and the fire fell! (9:22-24)
TEN
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Apostate fire answered by angry fire! (10:1-3)
They can mourn their deaths, but you cannot! (10:4-7)
To drink there is to die! (10:8-11)
Instructing his surviving sons (10:12-15)
Their uncle was upset until their father explained (10:16-20)

